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We describe the development of an aggressive orthotopic metastatic model of esophageal cancer, which is visualized in real

time with combined magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorescence imaging. The aim of the study was to describe the

development of a novel model of metastatic tumor disease of esophageal carcinoma and use this model to evaluate

fluorescence and MRI in early detection of local and metastatic disease. The human esophageal adenocarcinoma cell line

PT1590 was stably transfected with green fluorescent protein (GFP). Nude mice were orthotopically implanted with PT1590-

GFP cells. Orthotopic tumor growth as well as metastatic spread was examined by fluorescence imaging and high-resolution

MRI at defined intervals after orthotopic implantation. Highly aggressive novel fluorescent cell lines were isolated from

metastatic tissues and put into culture. After implantation of these cells, 100% of the animals developed orthotopic primary

tumors. In 83% of animals, metastatic spread to liver, lung and lymph nodes was observed. Primary tumor growth could be

visualized with fluorescence imaging and with MRI with high correlation between the 2 methods. Fluorescence imaging allows

fast, sensitive, and economical imaging of the primary and metastatic tumor without anesthesia. With MRI, anatomical

structures are visualized more precisely and tumors can be more accurately localized to specific organs. This model should

prove highly useful to understand esophageal carcinoma and to identify novel therapeutics for this treatment-resistant

disease.

Esophageal carcinoma is one of the most common cancers in
the world and, especially in the advanced stages, a leading
cause of death. In the early stages, surgical resection is the
only successful treatment. Survival is, however, mostly related
to lymph node or distant organ metastases, and there is no
effective therapeutic target for successfully treating metastasis.
Therefore, understanding metastatic pathways and developing
treatment options to reduce the size of the primary tumor
and to treat or prevent metastatic spread is of greatest
importance.

Orthotopic models made by implanting histologically
intact human tumor tissue into mice develop the local and
metastatic behaviours occurring in human patients.1–4 How-
ever, a metastatic orthotopic model of esophageal adenocarci-

noma, which resembles the aggressive behavior in human
disease, has not been established. Lack of such a model has
been an impediment for the discovery and development of
effective therapeutics for metastatic esophageal cancer.

In addition, accurate and reproducible tumor imaging of
orthotopic models can monitor the efficacy of novel thera-
peutics in real time. Multiple imaging techniques have been
applied to small animal imaging. Previously, computed to-
mography, abdominal ultrasound and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) have been used. A variety of newer imaging
modalities such as in vivo fluorescence and bioluminescence
imaging have now been established.1–4 In addition, high-
resolution MRI with 3-dimensional reconstruction of image
data can provide detailed anatomical information in small
rodents.5 A high correlation of in vivo fluorescence imaging
and MRI has been shown for pancreatic cancer.6

The aim of the study was to first create a reliable ortho-
topic model of esophageal cancer with a clinically relevant
metastatic pattern and to develop a real-time imaging of the
chronology of primary tumor growth, progression and devel-
opment to specific organs in this model.

Orthotopic tumor growth and a clinically relevant meta-
static pattern are essential to understand the pathophysioloy
of tumor disease and progression, especially in metastic
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esophageal carcinoma, where few treatment options are
available.

The combination of MRI and fluorescence imaging in an
orthotopic model demonstrates a powerful approach to the
visualization of primary and metastatic spread of esophageal
cancer and for the discovery of effective drugs for this treat-
ment-resistant cancer.

Material and Methods
Experimental outline

This study includes 2 series of experiments. Series I was con-
ducted to establish a reliable tumor model for esophageal car-
cinoma. Series II was conducted to evaluate the impact of flu-
orescence and MRI in this tumor model (Table 1).

In series I, mice were injected subcutaneously with GFP-
PT1590 cells. After 10 weeks all mice all developed subcuta-
neous tumors. Mice were sacrificed and autopsy performed.
However no metastatic tumor growth was visible macroscopi-
cally or by in vivo fluorescence imaging (data not shown).

GFP-PT1590 tumor fragments were then orthopically
implanted to the abdominal esophagus as described below.
To evaluate primary tumor growth and metastases, mice
were examined every other day until their general perform-
ance status decreased, leading to a different experimental end
point for each animal. Fluorescence imaging was performed
every other day. MRI and open fluorescence imaging were
performed at time of autopsy. Evaluation further included
histological analysis as gold standard, ex vivo imaging, fluo-
rescence microscopy and GFP-reverse transcriptase PCR
(group 1).

In series II, GFP-PT1590 tumor fragments were orthopi-
cally implanted to the abdominal esophagus. For comparison
of in vivo imaging modalities, primary orthotopic tumor
growth and metastatic spread were monitored every day by
in vivo fluoresence imaging and every third day by MRI
starting on day 5 after implantation. This series ended on
day 55 after orthotopic implantation with final in vivo fluo-
rescence and MRI, autopsy, open fluorescence imaging and
ex vivo fluorescence imaging (group 2).

Tumor model

Cell lines. The human cell line PT1590 was isolated from a
primary tumor of a patient with human esophageal adenocar-
cinoma at the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppen-

dorf as previously described.7,8 Cells were cultured in RPMI
1560 medium (Biochrome KG, Berlin, Germany) containing
10% fetal bovine serum (Linaris, Wertheim-Bettingen,
Germany), penicillin/streptomycin (Biochrome KG, Berlin,
Germany), transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany),
insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), basic fibroblast growth factor (Boeh-
ringer, Mannheim, Germany) and epidermal growth factor
(Boehringer).

Injection and implantation of esophageal carcinoma cell

lines. NMRI/nu (U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute) mice
were obtained from Charles River Deutschland (Sulzfeld,
Germany) at 10 weeks of age and housed in the animal facil-
ity of the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf.
All animal procedures were performed in accordance with a
protocol approved by the Behörde für Wissenschaft und
Gesundheit (Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, Germany). Cells
were harvested after trypsinization and washed 3 times with
medium. A total of 5 � 106 GFP-PT1590 fluorescent esopha-
geal adenocarcinoma cells in a 200-ll suspension were subcu-
taneously injected into the flanks of nude mice with a 1-ml
syringe (BD Plastipak, Becton Dickinson S.A., Spain) with a
27-gauge hypodermic needle (Sterican, Braun, Germany)
within 40 min of harvesting. Six mice were used (Group 1).
Mice were weighed and examined for tumor development ev-
ery other day. When tumor growth reached 0.6–0.8 cm
tumors were excised. Four 1 mm3 sized esophageal tumor
fragments derived from these tumors were orthotopically
implanted in the abdominal esophagus of 6 mice for each
cell line. Mice were anaesthetized with ketamine hydrochlor-
ide (Graeub, Bern, Switzerland)/xylazine hydrochloride
(Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) mixture (12 mg/1.6 mg per
ml) and intraperitoneally injected with 10 ml/kg body weight.
A 0.8-cm transverse incision of the skin was made in the epi-
gastric abdomen. Abdominal muscles and peritoneum were
separated by sharp dissection, and the abdomen was opened.
The great curvature of the stomach was held by a forceps,
and the liver was raised to expose the abdominal esophagus.
A lesion of the esophageal serosa was made with a sharp for-
ceps. Tumor fragments were sewn in this lesion with an 8.0
prolene suture (Ethicon, Norderstedt, Germany). The incision
of the abdominal wall was closed using 6.0 vicryl sutures
(Ethicon, Norderstedt, Germany). All procedures of the oper-
ation, as described above, were performed under an operating
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Postoperative

Table 1. Experimental setup

Experimental setup

Experimental Series I Subcutaneous model 100% tumor take rate, 0% metastatic rate Data not shown

Orthotopic model 100% tumor take rate, 80% metastatic rate Group 1

Experimental Series II Fluorescence/MR Imaging Comparison of modalities Group 2

Series I was conducted to establish a reliable tumor model for esophageal carcinoma. Series II was conducted to evaluate the impact of
fluorescence and MR imaging in this tumor model.
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analgesia was achieved by novamine sulfone (1 mg/ml) in
drinking water. Mice were weighed and examined for tumor
development every other day. Furthermore, this procedure
was repeated on 6 mice for combined MRI and in vivo fluo-
rescence imaging (group 2).

Imaging

Fluorescence imaging

Transfection of esophageal carcinoma cells with green fluo-
rescent protein. PT1590 cells were transfected with pEGFP-
N1 and pLEGFP-N1 plasmids (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). To
select clones with resistence to neomycin, neomycin was
added after transfection. The dose of neomycin was increased
in a stepwise manner. GFP expression was monitored by flu-
orescence microscopy. Cells were isolated and cultivated at
37�C in a 5% CO2 incubator.

In vivo fluorescence imaging. Mice were monitored daily
by noninvasive in vivo fluorescence imaging using a Pan-a-
see-ya panoramic imaging systemVR (Lightools Research, Enci-
nitas, CA) with fiberoptic lighting at 490 nm. No anaesthesia
was necessary to perform routine imaging. To improve the
quality of images, mice were occasionally anaesthetized with
carbondioxide for a few seconds. Images were processed for
contrast and brightness using AdobeVR Photoshop.

At the time of sacrifice, open fluorescence imaging was
performed. Primary tumor and mestastic spread could be
visualized and organ localization could be confirmed. After
whole body imaging, the organs and lymph nodes were dis-
sected and removed to be examined further for metastasis
using fluorescence imaging.

Magnetic resonance imaging

Whole body MRI of tumor-bearing mice was performed
under anesthesia with ketamine hydrochloride/xylacine
hydrochloride as described above. High-resolution magnetic
resonance (MR) data sets were acquired on a clinical 3-Tesla
whole body MR scanner (Intera, Philips Medical Systems,
Best, the Netherlands) equipped with a standard gradient sys-
tem (gradient strength ¼ 40 mT/m). A dedicated small ani-
mal solenoid receiver coil (Philips Research, Hamburg, Ger-
many) with an inner diameter of 40 mm and an integrated
heating system to regulate body temperature of mice during
MR scans was used for signal acquisition. The MR protocol
consisted of a short survey scan and 3 T2-weighted 2-dimen-
sional turbo spin-echo sequences in coronal, sagittal and axial
orientations. Imaging parameters were as follows: repetition
time ¼ 2674 msec; echo time ¼ 90 msec; echo train length
¼ 10, number of excitations ¼ 2. The acquisition matrix and
field-of-view (FOV) were adopted to display the animals in
each orientation with an in-plane resolution of 200 � 200
lm. For coronal and sagittal images, a matrix of 400 � 200
pixels and a FOV of 80 � 40 mm were used. Axial images
were acquired with a matrix of 160 � 128 pixels and a FOV
of 32 � 25.6 mm. Slice parameters were equal for all 3
sequences with a thickness of 800 lm and 14 slices. The total

scan time per animal was 10 min 42 sec. Image processing
and analysis were done on a conventional clinical worksta-
tion by a clinical radiologist (K.P.) in accordance with the
clinical standards. Suspicious lesions were considered primary
tumors or metastatic tumors if they appeared hyperintense
on the T2-weighted images and had a diameter �1 mm.

Comparison of imaging modalities

Comparison of fluorescence imaging and MRI. Both fluores-
cence and MRI on tumor-bearing mice were performed
repeatedly over time. While fluorescence imaging was per-
formed daily, MRI was started on Day-4 after tumor implan-
tation and repeated with an interval of 3 days. MRI requires
anaesthesia and as thus stress as well a possible risk of reac-
tion to narcotics. It also might cause interference with treat-
ment regimens the mice may be subjected to. To allow post-
operative recovery, MRI was started only on day 5 and to
allow recovery from anesthesia, MRI was performed every 3
days thereafter. Observations were concluded on Day-55.

The individual tumor burden was measured by determina-
tion of the maximum diameter of lesions by MRI and fluores-
cence imaging. Image analysis was performed on a conventional
clinical workstation by a clinical radiologist (K.P.). The minimal
distance of tumors to the abdominal wall was recorded at each
time point and correlated to the time of the initial presence of
fluorescence determined by noninvasive imaging.

Evaluation

Primary tumor. When the performance status of the mice
decreased because of tumor progression, the animals were
killed and autopsied. The orthotopic primary tumor as well
as lung, liver, axillary, mediastinal, paraesophageal, mesen-
teric and inguinal lymph nodes were dissected and examined
with the fluorescence imaging system. Fragments of meta-
static liver, lung and lymph node that were visible using the
Lightools imaging system were placed into Hank‘s solution
for further preparation of metastatic cell lines. The remaining
tissue was cryopreserved.

Metastases

H.E. staining and light microscopy. Cryosections were fixed
and stained by standard H&E staining. Examination was per-
formed by light microscopy (Olympus C3030, Hamburg,
Germany) by 3 independent examiners (S.G., T. D. and
U.R.).

Fluorescence microscopy of GFP-esophageal carcinoma. Fluo-
rescence microscopy was performed using a fluorescence
microscope (Leica, Solms, Germany) with 480 nm filter set.
Frozen sections of all tissues were prepared with a cryotome
(Microm HD550, Walldorf, Germany) and immediately
examined for GFP fluorescence by 2 independent examiners
(S.G. and T. D.).

RNA extraction and GFP-amplification. Primary and metastatic
GFP-cells were harvested after trypsinization and washed 3
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times. A total of 5 x 106 cells were used for RNA extraction
using the PARISV

R

Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). Representative
tissue of liver, lung, lymph node and primary tumor was
mechanically homogenized using a MediMachineVR (DakoCy-
tomatation, Hamburg, Germany). Homogenized lysate was
used for RNA extraction using the PARISV

R

Kit. cDNA was
obtained with a Invitrogen rtPCR (reverse transcriptase poly-
merase chain reaction) kitV

R

. Amplification of GFP DNA was
performed with Thermocycler (Biometra, Göttingen, Ger-
many) with a Taq-Polymerase (Roche, Mannheim, Germany)
and GFP-specific primer (GTAAACGGCCAAGTTCAG,
AGCTCGATGCGGTTCACCAG). PCR products were run
on a 2% agarose gel. Imaging was performed with a Biodoc
IITM (Biometra, Göttingen, Germany). For size reference, a
100-bp DNA ladder (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, Ger-
many) was used. Experiments were performed twice.

Isolation of metastatic cell lines

Fresh tumorous tissue (liver, lung and lymph nodes) that
showed GFP fluorescence was divided under sterile condi-
tions into 1 mm small pieces and mechanically disaggregated
in 2 ml RPMI 1560 medium using a MediMachineV

R

(Dako-
Cytomatation). The cell suspension was placed in a 25-cm2

cell culture bottle flask with RPMI 1560.

Results
Tumor model

Isolation of stable GFP-expressing esophageal carcinoma

cells. GFP-transfected PT1590 esophageal adenocarcinoma
cells were capable of growing in vitro under neomycin selec-
tion. The selected neomycin-resistant carcinoma cells exhib-
ited bright GFP fluorescence in vitro (data not shown).

Subcutaneous tumor growth with GFP expression. Six days
after implantation, visible subcutaneous tumor growth of
PT1590-GFP was observed in 100% of the implanted ani-
mals. After 3 weeks, GFP-PT1590 tumors had reached 0.6–
0.8 cm and were harvested for orthotopic implantation. On

autopsy of the subcutaneously implanted mice, there was no
tumor spread detectable by fluorescence imaging.

Orthotopic primary tumor growth with GFP expression. All 12
mice in Groups 1 and 2 (100%) developed orthotopic tumor
growth after implantation with PT1590-GFP tumor fragments.
Survival times and tumor weights for Group 1 are summarized
in Table 2. One animal died from total colonic necrosis most
likely not related to orthotopic tumor development (mouse 3).
Beginnning 14 days after implantation, mice implanted with
GFP-PT1590 cells demonstrated GFP fluorescence from the
orthotopically-implanted tumor in the abdominal esophagus.
At the time of initial detection of tumor fluorescence, there
was neither a palpable abdominal tumor at the implantation
site nor a decrease in the general performance status of the
mice. At this time, 3 of 5 mice had GFP fluorescence from the
liver and one from the left lung (Fig. 1a). Tumor location in
the abdominal esophagus could be demonstrated by in vivo
MRI by 2 weeks after implantation. Mice (Group 1) were
killed when their general performance status decreased
between weeks 5 and 10 postoperatively. Throughout, there
was no difference in body weight of the tumor-bearing mice
and control mice not implanted with tumor (data not shown).

Metastases expressing GFP. On autopsy, the primary tumors
at the site of implantation were attached to the serosa of the
abdominal esophagus. Open imaging of mice in Group 1
confirmed GFP-expressing cells in the liver in 3 mice and in
the lung in 2 mice, as well as 2 GFP-positive lymph nodes in
1 mouse and 3 GFP-positive lymph nodes in another mouse.
(Fig. 1c; Fig. 2a and 2b). Orthotopic tumor growth and me-
tastases were confirmed by fluorescence and light microscopy
of cryosections (Fig. 1b and 1c).

The tissue was divided and partially used for cell culture.
Fluorescence and light microscopy of cryosections of remain-
ing tissue confirmed metastasis in the liver (40%), lung (40%)
and lymph nodes (60%). The presence of GFP-positive cells
in potential metastastic tissues was confirmed by reverse
transcriptase PCR (Fig. 2c). Tissues taken for homogenization

Table 2. Primary tumor growth and metastatic pattern of orthotopically implanted PT1590 human
esophageal cancer

Mouse
Survival
time (days) Weight (g)

Primary tumor
weight (g)

Metastasis
Lymph node
InvolvementLiver Lung

1 56 36.9 6.8 þ þ �
2 31 29.5 5.4 þ þ þ
3 30 30.8 2.3 � þ þ
4 71 25.5 5.6 þ þ þ
5 71 29.7 5.7 � � þ
Overall 41.8 30.48 5.16 60% 80% 80%

Nude mice were implanted with tissue fragments of human PT1590 esophageal adenocarcinoma expressing
GFP. Metastases were determined by GFP imaging and MRI. Table 1 summarizes survival time, weight of the
mice and primary tumor at time of autopsy as well as overall metastatic spread for experimental Group 1.
Metastatic spread to liver, lung and lymph nodes was seen in 60, 80 and 80%, respectively.
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and rt-PCR showed metastases to the liver in 20%, to the lung
in 80% and to the lymph nodes in 80% (Fig. 2d), allowing the
conclusion that overall metastatic spread occurred in 60% to
the liver and in 80% to lung and lymph nodes (Table 3).

Establishment of novel metastatic cell lines. Metastatic cell
lines could be established from the primary orthotopic tu-
mor, from liver and lung metastatic tissue as well as from
mesenteric, mediastinal and paraesophageal lymph nodes of
4 mice. Metastatic cell lines showed strong GFP fluorescence
in vitro, demonstrating stable high-level GFP expression.

Imaging

Primary tumor

Comparison of whole body fluorescence imaging and MRI
of primary esophageal tumors. Six mice were used to com-
pare imaging modalities after orthotopic implantation of
esophageal adenocarcinoma (group 2). One mouse died on

day-7 because of reaction to intraperitoneal anesthesia
administered for MRI and was therefore excluded from fur-
ther evaluation. Sequential MRI and fluorescence imaging
was started at Day 4 after orthotopic implantation and
showed development of tumor growth over time. The ortho-
topic esophageal tumor in all mice was visible by MRI by
Day 18. The maximum diameter of the tumor was used as
the parameter for tumor growth.

After Day 21, the fluorescent primary tumor was clearly
visible by both imaging modalities, and its size seen by T2-
weighted MRI and fluorescence imaging correlated well with
the actual tumor size at the time of autopsy (Fig. 3). Tumor
growth after Day-14 was consistently progressive (Fig. 4a).

Noninvasive fluorescence imaging was limited by the min-
imum distance of the tumor to the abdominal wall of the
mouse in frontal and side view imaging. In this study, we
found that tumors that were >4.2 mm from the abdominal
wall could not be distinguished by fluorescence imaging.

Figure 1. Whole body imaging of mouse 2 (Group 1) with the fluorescence imaging system demonstrates a green fluorescent protein signal

visible 14 days after orthotopic implantation to the abdominal esophagus (a). After 21 days, there was a second GFP signal visible from

the liver, and after an additional week, there was definite progression in tumor size and intensity of fluorescence. After 28 days, the mouse

was still alive and without visible tumor under normal lighting. Necropsy of the primary tumor at the abdominal esophagus (b).

Fluorescence microscopy and H.E. staining confirm tumor infiltration of the esophageal serosa.
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Measurements were also obtained noninvasively by MR scan-
ning (Fig. 4b).

Metastases

Comparison of fluorescence imaging and MRI of metastatic

tumors. Although MR images provide a more detailed view
of anatomical structures, fluorescence imaging provides a
highly specific signal of primary and metastastic tumor

growth. Open fluorescence imaging allows a more detailed
view of internal organs and metastases that are found >4.2
mm from the abdominal wall (Fig. 4b). Lymph node metasta-
ses in group 2 were observed in 80%, and liver metastases in
40%, of the mice by fluorescence imaging alone. Positive
lymph nodes included the mesenteric, coeliac, paraesophageal
and axillary lymph nodes. Neither lymph node metastases
nor small liver metastases were visible with MRI.

Figure 2. Open fluorescence imaging at time of autopsy reveals GFP fluorescence in left lung, liver and at 2 sites of mesenterium (a,b).

Reverse transcriptase PCR shows presence of GFP mRNA in mouse 5 in the primary tumor, liver, lung, mediastinal and paraesophageal

lymph nodes as well as in the PT1590-GFP cell line positive control. The mouse colon is free of cells containing GFP mRNA (c). rt-PCR

shows the highest sensitivity. (þ) indicates a positive result.

Table 3. Comparison of methods for metastatic detection

Mouse

In vivo imaging H.E.staining Fluorescence microscopy ex vivo

Liver Lung Lymph node Liver Lung Lymph node Liver Lung Lymph node

1 þ þ þ þ þ þ
2 þ þ(n¼2/2) þ(n¼3/5) þ(n¼3/5)

3

4 þ þ þ(n¼3/3) þ þ þ(n¼4/4) þ þ þ(n¼4/4)

5 þ(n¼10/4) þ(n¼10/4)

Overall 60% 40% 40% 40% 40% 60% 40% 40% 40%

Methods were compared to detect PT1590 metastases after orthotopic transplantation as in Table 1. See Material and Methods for details.
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In some cases, fluorescence imaging was in some cases
limited by superimposition of internal organs, which did not
allow the fluorescence signal to be registered. In the present
model of abdominal esophageal carcinoma, noninvasive
imaging of progressive disease was found to be obstructed
especially by the stomach and the liver overlying the primary
tumor. In these cases, MRI however could provide anatomi-
cal identification of superimposed organs and could more
precisely visualize the outline of the primary tumor (Fig. 4c
and 4d).

Lymph nodes and organs were dissected at the time of
sacrifice and examined separately. Imaging allowed highly
specific visualization of tumor tissue. Metastases in tissues
that in vivo were superimposed by primary tumor could be
identified by ex vivo fluorescence imaging allowing detailed
examination of all organs, including lymph nodes (Fig. 4e)
and the liver (Fig. 4d).

Discussion
In our novel mouse model of orthotopic esophageal adeno-
carcinoma, local tumor growth was reproducibly seen in
100% of cases after implantation of PT1590-GFP cells. It is
crucial to investigate the biology of the primary tumor as
well as that of metastatic targeting for esophageal carcinoma
because the treatment of esophageal carcinoma is still limited

by the stage at initial diagnosis and surgical resectability.
Currently, there is no effective chemotherapeutic or biological
treatment for metastatic esophageal cancer.

The unique cell PT1590 line was generated at the Univer-
sity Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf from the primary
tumor obtained from a patient with esophageal cancer classi-
fied as stage pT1pN1M0 according to the tumor-node-metas-
tasis classification of the International Union Against Can-
cer.9 The lymph node was classified as tumor free by routine
histopathological methods (hematoxylin and eosin staining),
but it contained 3 Ber-Ep4-positive cells per approximately
105 lymph node cells,8 indicating micrometastatic spread in
this lymph node. The tumorigenic potential of the LN1590
cell line has previously been described.10 However, it has not
been possible in these studies to establish a metastatic spread-
ing pattern analogous to that in humans in mice by subcuta-
neous injection of tumor cells alone.

Orthotopic models have been established for numerous
tumor entities.11 Metastastatic spread has been observed to
be enhanced after orthotopic implantation of human cells.
Human colon cell line suspensions injected into the cecum of
nude mice eventually led to metastasis to the liver, as
would be expected in human colorectal cancer.12–18 Similar
orthotopic mouse models have been developed for human
lung carcinoma,19,20 stomach carcinoma,21–23 bladder

Figure 3. Visualization of primary esophageal tumor by T2-weighted MRI (a) and fluorescence (b) imaging correlates with the orthotopic site

of implantation and the abdominal esophagus at time of sacrifice. Sequential T2-weighted MR and fluorescence images were obtained over

the course of development of fluorescent PT1590-GFP esophageal tumors. Tumor was clearly visible by both imaging modalities and

correlates with tumor size in open images (C).
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Figure 4.
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cancer,21,24–26 melanoma,21,27,28 breast cancer21,29–33 and head
and neck cancer.34

It has been shown for other tumor entities that orthotopic
implantation is a key method to achieve reliable primary
growth and metastatic spread. Orthotopic models of pancre-
atic tumor have however demonstrated tumor take rates of
100% and metastatic rates of 40%35 with metastases to re-
gional and distant lymph nodes and to the liver and lung.36

A model of squamous cell carcinoma of the cervical esopha-
gus in rats achieved 99.5% tumor take with 3 lymphatic
micrometastases in 22 rats.37 In an inoculation model of
squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus, metastasis was
not detectable, although primary tumor growth was
substantial.38

In our novel orthotopic tumor model of esophageal
carcinoma, implanted mice developed metastases in 100%
of the animals, whereas in the subcutaneously implanted
group, 100% of animals showed subcutaneous tumor
growth without metastatic spread. In the orthotopic model,
there was metastatic spread to the liver in 60% of the
mice and to the lung and lymph nodes in 80% of mice,
demonstrating that this model has very high metastatic
potential. Moreover, we have been able to cultivate meta-
static cell lines from liver, lung and lymph node metasta-
ses, which as the primary cell line highly express GFP.
Metastases in all mice could be verified by at least 2 of 3
methods we used (Table 2, Fig. 1c and Fig. 2d). As
expected, rt-PCR overall showed the highest sensitivity.
The location of the orthotopic primary tumor could be
visualized by highly sensitive small animal MRI. Visualiza-
tion of metastatic spread in MRI however still needs
improvement, e.g., using breathing and electrocardiograph-
ically triggered imaging to restrict artifacts and increase
sensitivity of metatastatic imaging.

Fluorescence imaging allows highly specific visualization
of primary tumor and metastatic spread in the orthotopic

model of esophageal carcinoma. Imaging is easily obtained
without any contrast agent or anesthesia. The fluorescence
imaging technique is simple to use and inexpensive. Serial
imaging is highly reproducible, and tumor progression can be
visualized accurately. Furthermore, the fluorescence imaging
technique is animal friendly. However, fluorescence imaging
is limited by the distance of the tumor from the abdominal
wall.

Open fluorescence imaging with selective imaging of spe-
cific organs allows visualization of small metastases, especially
of liver, lung or lymph node metastases that could not be
detected by whole body imaging because of their size or their
depth. The short image acquisition time allows rapid visual-
ization without anaesthesia during scanning.

High-resolution MRI allows morphological evaluation of
primary tumors and metastases. It facilitates visualization of
the individual anatomy as well as localization and delineation
of the tumor. Hence, an accurate assessment of the size and
intraperitoneal depth of tumors is possible. We found the
increase of tumor size determined by MRI to be unspecific
during the first 2 weeks after tumor implantation, but slightly
more sensitive than fluorescence imaging after Day 18.
Although the sensitivity of detection of the primary tumor is
high, MRI without contrast agents in the setup described
here is not sensitive enough to visualize metastases of small
dimensions, such as in lymph nodes.39,40 A thorough imaging
of the lungs due to air artifacts is inhibited by the longer
image acquisition time needed in our setup. Furthermore, the
need to immobilize the animals require general anesthesia
during MR scanning. MR scanners at higher field strengths,
such as 7 T or 9.4 T, may improve sensitivity to detect small
metastasis.41

An approach of combining fluorescence and MRI enables
serial high-resolution images to be acquired. In vivo imaging
of live animals with fluorescence imaging is efficient, inex-
pensive, animal friendly and highly specific for primary

Figure 4. (a) Sequential MRI shows tumor growth over time. The maximum diameter of the tumor was used as the parameter for

measurement of tumor growth (a). Imaging was initially performed at Day 3 after orthotopic implantation. During the first 12 days, an

increase in diameter was observed, which regressed by Day 15. Following Day 15, a consistent increase in diameter was recorded. During

the first 12 days, inflammatory reaction in tumor-surrounding tissue may be responsible for the measured increase in tumor diameter. (b)

Fluorescence imaging was performed with the Lightools
VR
imaging unit. Frontal and side views were obtained (b). In this single mouse, a

minimum distance of the tumor from the abdominal wall of 4.2 mm was measured in MRI at the time of first appearance of fluorescence

signal. (c) Open fluorescence imaging allows a more detailed view of internal organs as well as metastases. Next to the strong fluorescence

signal of the primary tumor, an additional fluorescence signal, indicated by the arrow, is visible in open imaging (a). The signal colocalizes

with the location of a coeliac lymph node. Although MRI (b) allows well-defined visualization of primary tumor, the coeliac lymph node

metastasis (indicated by arrow in a) as well as the positive mesenteric and axillary lymph nodes and small liver metastases (indicated by

arrows in c) can only be visualized by fluorescence imaging. (d) Frontal view of mouse in fluorescence imaging (a) shows fluorescence

tumor signal that is inconsistent with expected size of primary tumor. Open image of mouse (b) reveals the tumor to be partially

superimposed by the liver and stomach. Comparison of side view fluorescence image (c) with sagital plane of MRI (d) demonstrates that

overlying structures that limit fluorescence imaging can be identified by MRI as stomach and liver, indicated by arrows. (e) Diagnosis of

liver metastases is visualized by fluorescence imaging. A macroscopically suspicious focus on the liver (a) at time of sacrifice can be

confirmed as liver metastasis (indicated by arrow) with fluorescence ex vivo imaging (b).
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tumor and metastases, whereas MRI provides accurate organ
and tumor anatomy, and allows more precise localization of
the tumor.

Conclusion
Implantation of the esophageal carcinoma cell line PT1590-
GFP to the abdominal esophagus leads to a 100% tumor take
rate. Hundred percent of animals with orthotopic esophageal
adenocarcinoma developed metastases with spread to liver in
60% and to lung and lymph nodes in 80% of animals. The
local and metastatic aggressiveness of this cancer was further

demonstrated by cultivating metastatic cell lines from the pri-
mary tumor as well as liver, lung and lymph node metastases,
which like the primary cell line highly express green fluores-
cent protein.

The high correlation of fluorescence imaging and MRI in
this orthotopic esophageal model, which exhibits clinical pat-
terns of local and metastatic behaviour as they occur in
human esophageal carcinoma, suggests combined use of these
complementary imaging modalities in this orthotopic esopha-
geal model for noninvasive screening of novel therapeutics
for this disease.
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